Inspiration

“Real serious, lifelong fulfillment and meaning have to be earned through the choosing and managing of our struggles.” – Mark Manson
previous roles

- Pipeline TD
- Department TD
- Lead TD
- Supervising TD
- Department Mgr
technical roles in production

Technical Artists: Uses technology to create art
Technical Directors: Creates technical solutions for artists, pipeline and production
R&D and Pipeline Engineers: Develops foundational architecture that support all workflows and tools as well as core 3D software.
Digital Supervisor of Technology
Put your hair in the air like you just don’t care
breaking through

• Speak about your goals
• Find people who can help guide you
• Find a hole and plug it.
• Persistence and consistency
“Stay focused, believe in yourself and trust your own ability and judgement.” - Mark Cuban
work-life balance

- Time is precious
- Get help
- Set boundaries and define your job
- Talk to leadership
painless it back & paying it forward

- DreamWorks TechWomen
- Professional Development
- Awareness
Awareness Breeds Change
questions?